Supervisory and routine processes in noun and verb generation in nondemented patients with Parkinson's disease.
Despite the increased comprehension of the role of the basal ganglia in cognitive functions such as learning, attention, and executive functions, the exact implication of these structures in language remains unclear. A specific role of basal ganglia in language has been proposed. Nonetheless, a recent hypothesis gives the basal ganglia a non-language specific role in the inhibition of competing alternatives during later controlled processes of language production. In this study we assessed the production of both nouns and verbs in a population of 20 nondemented patients with Parkinson's disease (NDPD). Aspects of selection demands and stimulus-response association strength were investigated in both tasks. Performance of NDPD patients was compared with that of 20 matched elderly subjects. An impairment in verb production was found in PD patients. A selection effect on verb production was found in PD patients along with a greater effect of stimulus-response association strength. PD patients had the greatest difficulty in situations of weak stimulus-response association strength. A "Task-Relevant-Response" analysis carried out on stimuli (nouns) in condition of free association suggested that verb production happens in the context of strongly activated nouns. This means that, in order to produce a verb a switch has to be done from a task irrelevant to a task relevant response. Our results are in line with the proposed non-language specific involvement of the basal ganglia in the supervisory rather than the routine semantic processes required during lexical retrieval.